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Abstract: In Internet age, the most basic security danger of vulnerable web applications is SQL injection. SQLi attack is very serious attack in the web application that allow attackers to use unrestricted use of data access which contain precise information of data in database. SQL is basically a correspondence medium between Web application and back end database. In this way, for the most part attackers use SQL for getting to a database. We show here a machine learning driven technique to find holes in firewall where SQLiA bypass. We will also show more and more learning approach in the tests that are passed or blocked by the firewall that show features with bypassing the firewall & change them efficient to do new bypassing attacks. The result which we get here is an excellent performance and efficiency in detection and prevention in SQL injection attack.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SQL injection is the most serious issue in the web application. In web applications, an attacker can easily access the of hidden database with the help of SQLiA. These types of databases regularly contain precise consumer data or client data, the subsequent security infringement can incorporate wholesale fraud in market, loss of private client data and extortion. Once in a while, aggressors also use SQL injection to obtain accountability for and degenerate the structure of the web application. Web applications which is accessible against SQLiA are boundless—an investigation by Group of Gartner more than 300 Internet web destinations that has appeared more majority of them could be vulnerable against SQL Injection Attacks.

The reason for SQLi accessible is straightforward and knew surely: incomplete approval of client’s input.
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In order to address this type of issue, developers have planned a new set of coding rules that maximize guarded coding guidelines. For example, encoding the client information & approval.

A thoroughly & deliberate uses of these method is a successful answer for avoiding SQLi accessible. In any case, the utilization of such methods is mostly human-based. Moreover, fixing these legacy type of code bases that may be contain SQLi accessible can be work to escalated assignment.

In the past, there has been so many attentions of the problem of SQLi accessible, so many proposed arrangements neglet to address the full extent of the issue. Researchers and professionals are consistently ignorant heap of other methods which used in SQL injection attacks. In this way, a large portion of the arrangement of proposed recognize or avoid just a subset of the possible SQL Injection Attacks. In order to show this issue, we present a review of SQLiAs known to date. So, in order to complete the review, we take the data from different sources like web sites, mail records & specialists in region. For each and every type of attack that we considered a property of attack, that show its issue and how it could be performed. These types of attack are then used to check with the help of the detection and prevention methods.

II. BACKGROUND

SQL Injection Vulnerabilities. In framework the SQL statement are used to back end database which is basically used by native application coding as string. So, these strings are basically shaped by linking different section of string which is based on client decisions or the application control stream. After this, all done a SQL explanation is framed to utilized then SQL statement send to the database for execution. Here in below, we can see a SQL statement as follow:

```php
$sql = "select * from hotelList where country ="; $sql = $sql . $country; $sql = $sql . ","; $result = mysql_query($sql) or die(mysql_error());
```

The “$country” variable is taken by user as input in the statement of SQL and taken to the string “$sql” variable as shown in above. After then it is moved to the “mysql_query” function which basically send the statement of SQL to server database for execution.

In SQL injection the attackers attack by inserting some malicious code of SQL as input values so that it failed to validate proper. Also, attacker may develop some new values as input that resulting SQL statement performs abnormally behave action in the database like loss of important data or data leaks etc.
In the above example suppose the attackers uses in the input “Scountry” is or I=1 --. then answer of such SQL statement is:

```sql
SELECT * FROM USERS WHERE userdid = 1001 --
```

The symbol or I=1 -- is a condition which makes the tautology always true and with the help of this an attacker will easily bypass the initial situation by the where clause and finally it will return all rows data of the table in SQL query.

Web Application Firewalls. Coming to WAF, as we all know that WAF actually filters, monitors or block the data packets from a web application. It may be network based, host based or cloud based depending on the requirement. So here basically in the WAF firewall’s set of rules is defined which is called a black-list where the regular expression is present in the string pattern. An attacker is generally targeting those regular expression and make some change set for malicious attacks i.e., SQL injection so it blocked.

e.g., In the below regular expression we use SQL comments i.e., # or /*=/ which is generally used by the SQLi attackers:

```
/\*\?[\]\{\}\|--\-[\v\s\u\n\v\f\]?[\?\-\?]\ [\[\-\&\]]\#.*[\v\s\u\n\v\f]\]?:\x00
```

III. APPROACH

In this paper, we are going to introduced three types of approach for the prevention and detection of SQLi namely as context free-grammar (CFG), random-attack generation & then machine-learning driven approach. Here in ML-Driven approach we added a new approach in the existing one i.e., ML Driven E. Now let’s talk each approach in detail one by one.

A. CFG for SQL injection attacks:

In this attack we focus three things for the SQLi attacks i.e., UNION, BOOLEAN & PIGGY that basically manipulate the logic of statements in the original queries of SQL. We actually show a grammar that handle three different things for the SQLi attacks and it can be inserted into “dQuoteContext”, “numericContext” and “<QuoteContext”. Here the first and third target on the SQL statement which is basically the string data fields and the second one targets the input to the grammar attack.

```
\[\*?\[\]\{\}\|--\-[\v\s\u\n\v\f]\]?[\?\-\?]\ [\[\-\&\]]\#.*[\v\s\u\n\v\f]\]?:\x00
```

B. RAN as Random Attack Generation

Here RAN itself suggest its meaning by random attack in the proposed grammar and its generation is quite simple and easy one. Initially, it’s starts from the start symbol and select the randomly production rule until terminals are left out. In this there is no any loop in grammar so due to this the procedure will always terminate & due to this the output of the SQL injection attack produce by adding every terminal symbol which is shown in the generated grammar.

So, the method which we are implemented in paper is basically the simple plan for the input to the grammar attack. Also keep in mind that by using again and again RAN multiple times up to maximus number of attacks or the test is reached.

C. ML-Driven Generation

As we see that the attackers always bypassing the attacks and it becoming hard to find the all the SQL attacks. If we are talking about Random Attack Generation methodology will progressively wind up wasteful.

In such circumstances, a further developed advanced age system that spends progressively computational exertion to distinguish experiments with a highest bypassing likelihood is relied upon increasingly productive. So, we present a ML (Machine-Learning based) methodology, called as ML-Driven, to test information in best and more effective way than Random Attack Generation does.

---

**Fig. 1. Context free-grammar (CFG) for SQL injection attacks**

**Fig. 2. ML-Driven Generation**
This methodology, called *Machine-Learning Driven*, is motivated by hereditary search-based test & programming-based test generation. So here in the *Machine-Learning Driven* model we see that how the components of test are related with the high probabilities bypass the web application firewall.

Actually, this method employs first in the RAN to provide some starting tests which sent to web application, depending upon either blocked or bypass the web application firewall, they named as “B” or “P”. Now we will extract and use all tests as first training set of data to learn a model of predicting the similarity or likelihood ($f$) so the test can be bypassing the web application firewall.

With this, we select & rank the test with high-values of "$f$" to produce the new tests, such tests are run after completed and the result of “B” or “P” are actually help to improve the model of prediction which eventually help to bypass the web application firewall.

Now, we are going to show in detail of about the test which is encoded and integrated for machine learning and make new procedure and use to produce new SQLi attacks.

1) **Test of Decomposition:**

We are able to derive assessments from grammar through applying repeatedly by its producing policies. Any such process is represented as parse tree. A parse tree takes a look at a graphical image of the derivation steps which can be concerned in generating the test. In a parse tree, an intermediate node gives a leave node represents a terminal one, a non-terminal symbol and edges. Figure 2 shows a parse-tree of the BOOLEAN test : OR “a”=#. To start the test, we initially apply <ATTACK> rule.

\[
(ATTACK) ::= (numericContext) / (sQuoteContext)
\]

From the below fig.3, we can see that after the test started we will move to <sQuoteContext> then we will use rule of grammar for <wsp>, <sqlAttack>, <squote>, and <comment>. This will use up to when all the node become with terminal symbols.

Now we determine trees for distinguish of SQLi attack in charge of attack block or pass. For every test we decompose inference tress into slices as follow:

![Parse tree of SQLiA: ' OR"a"="a"#.](image)

**Explanation 1 (Slice).** In this Slice s that is, s1, s2, s3,s4 of a parse tree T is a subtree where root is basically non-terminal node ‘T’, except that show “<ATTACK>”, “dQuoteContext”, “numericContext” & “sQuoteContext”.

![Test of Decomposition slices from the tree in Fig. 3.](image)

**Explanation 2 (Minimum Slice).** In the case of minimum slice s, it contains two nodes only i.e., a root, and a child in terminal symbol.

We conclude here display of either one or more slices in test that result in bypassing or getting blocked in the test. After that, we will expand a new idea with the help of machine learning and also show that how the test affects the bypassing a web application firewall (WAF) or block.

**Algorithm 1 Test decomposition into slices.**

1. procedure DECOMPOSE(inputTree)
2. \[ S \leftarrow \emptyset \]
3. context \leftarrow inputTree.child \quad \text{(the only child)}
4. for all child \in context do
5. \hspace{1em} VISIT(child, S)
6. end for
7. return S
8. end procedure
9. procedure VISIT(node, S) \quad \text{get a sub-tree from node}
10. \hspace{1em} s \leftarrow sliceFrom(node)
11. \hspace{1em} if s \notin S then
12. \hspace{1.5em} S \leftarrow s
13. \hspace{1.5em} end if
14. \hspace{1em} if s is minimal then
15. \hspace{2em} return
16. \hspace{2em} else
17. \hspace{2.5em} for all child \notin s do
18. \hspace{3em} VISIT(child, S)
19. \hspace{3em} end for
20. \hspace{1em} end if
21. end procedure
2) Training Set of ML for encoding:

In the training set of ML for encoding, initially we take a set of tests that execute against web application firewall i.e., “B” or “P” label. We change every test to run machine-learning algorithm.

a) In every test initially, it’s break down into slices \( t_i = s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5 \ldots \). We use decomposition test method.

b) Every slice is allowed of unique-identifier. If the slice matches with multiple tests of slice then it’s called as same identifier. We design every unique slice for machine-learning to the output data.

c) Each test is changed and checked that the slices is present or not as attributes.

From below table we have taken three id of test as t1, t2, t3; where the first and second one is blocked and the last one is actually bypassing a web application firewall. Decomposition which is showing below on left-side of table & encoded is showing in the right-side of table. If a slice in the test appears then the value in attribute training set become “1” if not then become “0”.

| Lnd | vector | label | Lnd | \( s_1 \) | \( s_2 \) | \( s_3 \) | \( s_4 \) | \( s_5 \) | \\
|-----|--------|------|-----|------|------|------|------|------|
| 1   | \( s_1, s_2 \) | B    | 2   | 1     | 1     | 1     | 0     | 0     | B    \\
| 2   | \( s_1, s_2, s_3 \) | B    | 3   | 0     | 0     | 0     | 0     | 1     | P    \\


3) Driven Test of Machine Learning:

By test of decomposition in slices and changing the conclusion data, now we apply this machine-learning method that help to conclude which slice and what content are join among test bypassing a web application firewall.

We actually want that the number of tests which is blocked much greater than those a web application firewall in practice. This means, number of conclusions among “B” label larger than “P” label. So, our purpose is to deal the unbalance data with the help of algorithm of machine learning.

Here we use Random Tree Classifier that is achieve in Weka suite. In the Weka suite we found that Random Tree with the help of algorithm of machine learning. This means, number of conclusions among test bypassing a web application firewall. Decomposition which is showing below on left-side of table & encoded is showing in the right-side of table. If a slice in the test appears then the value in attribute training set become “1” if not then become “0”.

Algorithm 2 ML-Driven SQLi attack generation.

1: procedure MLDRIVENGEN(initTests, outputTests)
2: \( \text{execute}(\text{initTests}) \)
3: \( \text{trainData} \rightarrow \text{transform}(\text{initTests}) \)
4: \( DT \rightarrow \text{learnClassifier}(\text{trainData}) \) \( \triangleright \) learn the initial classifier
5: \( \text{currTests} \rightarrow \text{initTests} \)
6: \( \text{while not-done do} \)
7: \( \text{runTests}(\text{currTests, DT}) \)
8: \( \text{repeat} \)
9: \( t \rightarrow \text{selectATest}(\text{currTests}) \)
10: \( V \rightarrow \text{getSlices}() \)
11: \( \text{pathCondition} \rightarrow \text{getPath}(V, DT) \)
12: \( s \rightarrow \text{pickASliceFrom}(V) \)
13: \( \text{while } s \neq \text{null do} \)
14: \( \text{if satisfy}(s, \text{pathCondition}) \) then
15: \( \text{newTests} \rightarrow \text{mutate}(t, s, \text{MAX}) \)
16: \( \text{currTests} \rightarrow \text{currTests} \cup \text{newTests} \)
17: \( \text{end if} \)
18: \( s \rightarrow \text{pickASliceFrom}(V) \)
19: \( \text{end while} \)
20: \( \text{until shouldClassify}(\text{currTests}) \)
21: \( \text{execute}(\text{currTests}) \) \( \triangleright \) new tests only
22: \( \text{trainData} \rightarrow \text{transform}(\text{currTests}) \)
23: \( DT \rightarrow \text{learnClassifier}(\text{trainData}) \)
24: \( \text{end while} \)
25: \( \text{outputTests} \rightarrow \text{filterByPassTests}(\text{currentTests}) \)
26: \( \text{return outputTests} \)
27: \( \text{end procedure} \)

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT

Here, we execute two sets of method to find (i) growth of ML classifier that is we do some development in classifier by different training, (ii) structure of ML algorithm that give outstanding results, & (iii) the global achievement of the expected machine learning driven test in capability & performance.

A. Subject Applications

In this observation we choose the ModSecurity in current version of OWASP as target web application firewall. ModSecurity is basically an open source net software firewall that open with HTTP Apache server for the protection of web application. Relying at the programs under-protection, distinct firewall set of rule described for distinct purposes is used. It is basically used to defence from different attacks like SQLiA, Trojan & Denial of Service.

As we all know that the web application is protected from HotelRS, SugarCRM & Cyclos where HotelRS is a service oriented architecture that provide the room reservation. SugarCRM is actually customer relationship management system and coming to the Cyclos is open source of java web application which mostly used by online site like ecommerce. In our analysis three of the applications are set up on HTTP Apache server. ModSecurity in the web server that protect from SQLiA in the web application. In this journal, our target is to prevention & detection of SQLi, not the application so here SugarCRM, HotelRS, & Cyclos play an important role for a destination for SQL injection test that bypass the web application firewall.

B. Procedure

We introduce the machine learning driven technique along with RAN and combine them into SQL injection tools named as Xavier. It is automatic testing of web application service for SQLi accessible and define it. ML-Driven or RAN can bring out tests in the form of SQL injection strings attack i.e., OR”1”=”1”#. Xavier holds such types of tests and add in form of “SOAP” message, turn input as malicious & finally send them to an application under test.

SOAP first requests to server in web application firewall then forward to web application, if not then it’s blocked. When the tool of testing obtained by, Xavier as feedback, it points test with blocked label “B”, or else “P".
C. ModSecurity Results:

For the open source web application firewall, we arbitrary choose nine guidelines from web application SugarCRM, Cyclos and HotelRS. From the above fig.6 we can represent the average number of different bypass tests in the ModSecurity that count of 5 minutes of gap. The result of each individual guideline is in above report.

The first measurement in all the techniques can achieve test to bypass the web application firewall, recommending the web application firewall does not give full cover from SQL injection attacks, bringing online system is on risk. Moreover, through examine the SQL statement execution in database, we can bypass tests that can do SQLi vulnerabilities in SugarCRM, Cyclos & HotelRS. Secondly, Machine learning technique i.e., ML Driven B/D/E, show more powerful than RAN. Overall, the outcome shows that the Machine Learning Driven methods surpass RAN by an order of consequence & bypassing tests in the ML-Driven methods. ML- Driven E consistently finds the most bypassing tests as compared to Machine Learning Driven D/E which helps allocation works well. The changes in ML Driven E and its prototype are always statistically significant in all the five-time windows. One issue with M-Driven B/D is that the test from starting. ML Driven B and ML Driven D develop a fixed mutant’s number per test, efficiently E adjusts the mutant’s number in proportion to the bypassing test. So, Finally Machine Learning Driven E test is efficiently, effective more and finds bypassing attacks sooner.

From the above attack pattern comparison, Machine Learning Driven E generates the most attack pattern. If we talk about the most bypassing test out of all the techniques then of course Machine Learning Driven E generates the most among ML Driven D/B and RAN produces the minimal bypassing test in all. From the Fig. 7 of boxplots of number of bypassing tests. Here parameter of same group shares similar input constraints to produce similar bypassing test. It’s not necessary that the same group produce same results.

We have seen here three different kind of technique in machine learning for generation of SQLiA named as Machine Learning Driven B, Machine Learning Driven D & Machine Learning Driven E. Machine Learning Driven D and Machine Learning Driven B are basically generating test in different strategies whereas Machine Learning Driven E rectify these differences and produce best performance.

Our analysis prove that ML Driven is actually perform well with other techniques. We also used the bypassing-attacks in string pattern to fix web application firewall. Also, we extract more and more path condition that helps to identify the pattern.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Web application firewall shows a critical job in online frameworks. The growing event of newly kind of attacks & expanding advancement necessitate that firewalls to be updated and tried normally, as generally attacks may stay undetected and achieve the frameworks under protection.

In this we added a context free grammar i.e., CFG for the SQL injection attack that uses in various different context like testing web services or application directly. With the help of grammar, we come up with an approach based on ML efficiently and more effectively detect the SQLiA in WAF’s. Also, we see that the achievement which we get from Machine Learning Driven techniques is higher than RAN technique. We clearly show that the ML Driven achieve a large number of bypassing tests to pinpoint the issues in the firewall. With these we can able to extract successfully pattern and fix the firewall and prevent the SQL injection attack.

For the future work of our project then we will more focus on the automation like approaches that generate effectively patches for the web application firewall and learn new kind of attack pattern so that the system become more and more secure.
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